CAVCOMM
Integrated Solutions Group
Specialists in AV systems
for difficult environments
• Houses of worship
• Corporate AV
• Command/control
centers
• Transportation facilities
• Auditoriums
• Corporate atria

Our expertise:

Who we are

• Sound system design
• Acoustical modeling

Problem solving is what we do best at CAVCOMM.

• Video projection

We specialize in the design and installation of
audio and video systems for the most difficult
acoustical and architectural spaces.

• Video walls
• Automation and control
• Event staging

Whether you’re in charge of an historic cathedral,
a corporate auditorium or a simple classroom, we
have the experience and expertise to make your
AV system work well and keep working.

• Facility lighting
• On-site service and
maintenance contracts
• Loaner equipment

And, if you should ever have a problem, we offer
on-site service, maintenance contracts and loaner
equipment . We can also provide referrals for
specialists in everything from acoustical enhancement to historic preservation and renovation.
We’re ready to work with you to help you build
YOUR system.
Call us any time.
We’re ready every time.

847.675.4441

Above:
steerable
line array
installed at
St. Michael
in Old Town,
Chicago.

Audio & Video
Integrated Solutions Group
8111 N. St. Louis, Skokie, IL 60076

847.675.4441
www.cavcommcorp.com

For your house
of worship
...The right solution,
every time!

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS GROUP

At left: video and
audio provided on
a rental basis for
New Community
Covenant Church,
Chicago.
INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS GROUP

Whatever your needs

Computer modeling

Engineers and technicians

Whether your facility needs a basic video, sound, or
lighting system or the most complex combination of AV,
lighting and integrated control, we can build it. Your new
system will work as one system—logically put together
and easy to use the way you want it to function.

Every installation presents its own unique set of challenges. Is there an existing system that must be removed
or improved? Is the space already in use? Are there
new sight-line considerations or acoustical issues which
must be resolved? Are there aesthetic elements that will
require an unobtrusive solution?

CAVCOMM employs professionals with decades of
experience putting systems in venues that range in size
from personal home
theaters to airports
Group
and convention
centers. We’ve put
-noun
systems in beautiful
1. a number of people
sanctuaries and on
who work together or
the sides of buildings
share certain beliefs
in Times Square. We
will engineer a solution that will fit your
performance requirements, your aesthetic tastes and
your budget. And we can also work directly with architects, acoustical consultants, manufacturers, construction
personnel, interior decorators, or anyone else working on
your facility. You can be sure we will deliver an effective
solution—every time.

From simple systems that a volunteer can operate to
complex control interfaces for the professional user,
CAVCOMM’s Integrated Solutions Group will deliver a
system that will provide consistent performance for years
to come. We’ve built systems for audio-visual control
rooms, outdoor projection, church AV, basic auditoriums,
gymnasiums and everything in between.
Our engineers and installers, with literally thousands of
hours of experience and education, have hundreds of
systems in their
resumes in some of
In•te•gra•ted
the most impressive
-adjective
installations in the
upper Midwest. And
1. to join disparate
we’ll do the same
elements to create
for you—every time.
a whole

Call us any time.
We’re ready every time.

847.675.4441

In our business, as in anything, the key to solving any
problem is to first understand the problem. That’s why at
CAVCOMM, we meet
with every client, then
So•lu•tions
do an engineering
-noun
analysis and acoustical model—on the one
1. means of solving
hand to understand
problems or dealing
the physical space,
with difficult situations
but also to see how
you and your staff
see it, how you use
it and how you hope the system will come to serve your
needs. We take pride in every one of our systems, but our
primary goal is to make the system yours.
And once it is yours, we make sure you know how to
use it. Our staff includes some of the finest trainers in
the industry. We can teach your staff on site with plenty
of hands-on time. We can prepare instruction manuals,
reference guides (even translate your manuals into other
languages) to make sure you can use your system whenever you need it—every time.

